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1. Introduction
It is well-known that there is

algebraic geometry and
algebraic completely integrable systems (a.c.i. systems) both in the finitedimensional case (e.g. Toda lattices, geodesic flows on Lie groups, classical
tops) and the infinite-dimensional case (e.g. KdV and KP equations, non-linear
Schrôdinger equation) (see [AvM1], [D], [M2], [Sh]).
The main fact is that the generic integral curve of the Hamiltonian vector
field of such an integrable system is dense in an Abelian variety, i.e., in a
complex algebraic torus (run with complex time). The different Abelian
varieties which correspond to the different integral curves fill up the phase
space and are called the (complex) invariant manifolds of the vector field.
Equations for (an affine part of) these invariant manifolds are given by a
maximal set of independent functions, invariant for the flow of the vector field
(often called constants of motion or first integrals) one of which is the
Hamiltonian function defining the vector field. It follows that knowing these
constants of motion leads to explicit equations for affine parts of Abelian
surfaces. On the one hand they yield by direct methods some interesting results
about the family of Abelian varieties which appear in the system, which often
describe the full moduli of Abelian varieties of a given type (at least in small
dimensions). Remember that Abelian varieties (of dimension g) are described
by means of a set of discrete parameters (03B41,
03B4g) giving the (polarization)
type and by means of a Riemann matrix Z (i.e., a symmetric g x g matrix with
positive definite imaginary part). On the other hand algebraic geometry can be
used to study the integrable system, for example to linearize the flow of the
vector field or to find transformations between different systems (see [V1] and
Section 2.2 below).
The present paper deals with an integrable system defined by a quartic
potential in two degrees of freedom, whose generic invariant manifolds are
a

rich interaction between

...,
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Abelian surfaces of polarization type (1, 4). In one direction, the specific
geometry of these Abelian surfaces will be used to prove algebraic complete
integrability of the potential and in the other direction the explicit (affine)
coordinates provided by the system will be used to prove some new results and
perform some explicit constructions for Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4). In this
way we provide and exploit an essentially new case of the interaction between
algebraic geometry and a.c.i. systems (the present potential is the first known
a.c.i. system leading to Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4)).
The

potential

of the

is

a

quadratic perturbation

potential

the latter

being obviously integrable since it is a central potential. However,
although Voo as well as Vaa are only Liouville integrable (but not a.c.i.) the
perturbation V03B103B2 becomes a.c.i. for 03B1 ~ 03B2. V03B103B2 can be interpreted as a potential
which describes an anisotropic harmonic oscillator in a central field; remark
that the central field Voo is exceptional in the sense that an anisotropic
harmonic oscillator in a general central field is not integrable.
Newton’s equations of motion take the symmetric form

and it is checked at

is

a

constant

once

of motion,

that

independent

of the Hamiltonian

It was pointed out to me by A. Perelomov that this potential was first
studied by Garnier in the beginning of this century. In fact the Garnier system
is a much more general system which contains a lot of integrable systems; the
derivation of the potentials V03B103B2 (and their generalizations to higher dimensions)
will be given in the Appendix (see [G], [P]).
To prove that the potentials V03B103B2 define an a.c.i. system we use the result of
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[BLS] (explained in Section 2.1) which states that the line bundle 2 which
defines the polarization on a generic Abelian surface of type (1,4) induces a
birational map ~L: J2 ~ P3, whose image is an octic of a certain type;
an equation for this octic is given with respect to well-chosen coordinates for

P3 by

for some (Ào: 03BB1: Â2: À3) E P3BS where S is some divisor of P3, which we will
determine. Moreover each octic of this type occurs in that way. It will allow
us to show that the invariant surfaces of the Hamiltonian vector field
associated to the potential V:p, (03B1 ~ 03B2), are Abelian surfaces, and we show that
the flow of this vector field is linear on the invariant tori. Combining these
results leads to the proof that the potentials V03B103B2 define an a.c.i. system for a =1= 13
and we derive a Lax representation for it.
Do the Abelian surfaces generated by the potentials (1) account for all
moduli of (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surfaces? The answer is yes. In order to state
precisely this answer (as given in Section 4), we first make a detailed study of
the moduli space -W(1,4) of Abelian surfaces of type (l, 4) and of some associated
moduli spaces (Section 4). We use some results from [BLS] to construct a map
t/1 from A(1,4) to an algebraic cone M3 of dimension three, which lives in
weighted projective space P(1,2,2,3,4). The map is bijective on the dense subset
of Abelian surfaces for which the above map 9, is birational and the
image is an affine variety M3BD where D is some divisor in M3; the
two-dimensional subset
which consists of those Abelian surfaces
for
which
is
1
2:
however
(F2, y)
maps to a curve C (minus two points P,
9,
Q), which itself is a divisor in D. It follows that the image of the map
~ P(1,2,2,3,4) consists of the union

A(1,4)

A(1,4)BA(1,4)

and the cône J!t3 can be considered as a compactification of d(1,4). Equations
for J!t3, D, C and coordinates for the points P and Q will be explicitly
calculated. We prove that for every point in the cone J!t3 (except for its vertex)
there is at least one invariant surface of some potential V03B103B2 corresponding to it

under V1 (Theorem 3).

dO,4)

onto the moduli space of two-dimensional
We also define a map from
Jacobians, or what is the same the moduli space of smooth curves of genus
there exists exactly
two. Namely we show (Section 5) that for every J2

~A(1,4)
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Jacobi surface J J(J2) (with curve T
0393(F2)) such that the map 2j
(multiplication by 2 in J) factorizes over g- 2(hence also over its dual J2), i.e.,
there is a commutative diagram
one

=

=

We call this Jacobian the canonical Jacobian (of J2); it will also appear
naturally in Section 3 when linearizing the vector field defined by the potentials
V:p. One sees from the diagram that F2 cannot be reconstructed from J
(or r); indeed 2 induces a decomposition A A1~2 of any lattice A
defining J C’/A (and a partition W = W1 U 11/; of the set of WeierstraB
points of r, which is represented most naturally by an incidence diagram for
the 166 configuration on its Kummer surface) and this extra datum suffices to
reconstruct g- 2from J (or r). This will be shown in Section 5.
The problem arises to calculate this map explicitly as well as the extra data.
We know of no direct algebraic way to do this. Instead we solve this problem
(in Section 6) by relying heavily on the particular coordinates provided by the
potentials V03B103B2. Some geometrical investigations then lead to the following
and qJ fIY is given by (2), then the curve 0393(J2)
result: if
corresponding to g-2 is given by
=

=

(J2, L) ~ (1,4)

when the coordinate x is chosen such that it sends the points of 11/; to 0, 1 and
oo; 1f"¡ contains the other three WeierstraB points on this curve. We obtain this
result by two different methods: one method uses the cover J ~ J2 and the
other uses the cover J2 ~ J. It would be nice to calculate this map in a direct
way, i.e., without using the V:p.
In the final section (Section 7) we study the degenerate case V03B103B1 as a limit of
the generic case V03B103B2(03B1 ~ 03B2). Since the potentials V03B103B1 are central they are
obviously integrated using polar coordinates; these coordinates will be obtained as a limit of the linearizing variables for the generic case (V03B103B2, 03B1 ~ fl) as
well as the Lax representation (with a spectral parameter). This shows that the
systematic techniques developed in [Vl] to obtain linearizing variables and
Lax equations for generic two-dimensional a.c.i. systems can lead to these data
for integrable systems whose invariant manifolds are not Abelian varieties. We
prove that in this degenerate case the affine invariant manifolds are C*-bundles
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elliptic curve, which itself is the spectral curve going with the Lax pair.
show that the invariant manifolds of all central potentials v««
correspond to the special point P ~ M3 at the boundary of Y.

over an

Also

we

2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall some results about Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4) which
will be used in this paper (see [BLS], [GH], [LB]), as well as the basic
techniques to study two-dimensional (algebraic) completely integrable systems

(see [V1]).
2. l. Abelian

surfaces of type (1, 4)

rank 4 lattice in C2 , and form the associated complex torus
C2/. By a theorem of Riemann, g-2 is an Abelian surface (i.e., can be
embedded in projective space) if and only if there exists a complex base {e1, e2j
for C2 and an integer base {03BB1,
03BB4} for A such that the latter base can be
written in terms of the former as
Let A be

g-2

a

=

... ,

F2 itself, but for F2 equipped with
additional data: if S is an àmple line bundle on F2 (i.e., a line bundle for
which the sections of some power of the line bundle embeds the surface
in projective space) then a base 03BB1, ..., 03BB4 for A can be chosen such that the
first Chern class CI (2) is given in terms of coordinates x1, ...,X4’ dual to
are

not invariants for the Abelian surface

some

03BB1, ..., 03BB4, by

c1(L) is called the polarization determined by 2 and depends only on 2 up
to algebraic equivalence; b1and Ô2 are invariants of c1(L). The pair (03B41, ô2) is
called the type of 2, (or the type of the polarization cl(2». Loosely speaking
we often say that the Abelian surface J2 has type (03B41, 03B42). 2 is said to be
principal polarized if it has type (1, 1). A principal polarized Abelian surface is
either isomorphic to a product of elliptic curves (each taken with its principal
polarization), or to the Jacobian of a smooth curve of genus two, polarized by
its theta divisor 0.
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For a generic Abelian surface the line bundle Y = [D] corresponding to any
effective divisor -9 is ample and one has the following useful string of identities:

where g(f0) is the virtual genus of -9, which
in terms of intersection of divisors by

can

(for Abelian surfaces) be defined

if D is non-singular, g(!?J) is just the topological genus of D. To Ef there is
associated a rational map
~ P03B4103B42-1which is defined by means of the
sections of the sheaf (9(Y), or equivalently by means of the elements of L(D),
where

In this paper we concentrate on Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4). These Abelian
surfaces have a very rich geometry, which we describe now (see [BLS]). As in
[BLS] we will without further mention always restrict ourselves to those
Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4) which are not isomorphic to a product of elliptic
curves as polarized Abelian surfaces. Let 2 be a line bundle of type (1, 4) on
an Abelian surface g-z. It follows from (4) that dim H0(J2, (9(Y»
4 and Y
induces a rational map ~ P3.
=

In the generic case, the image of this map t9
~L(J2) c P3 is an octic and
is
on
its
birational
Let
be
the
kernel
of the isogeny
K(2)
image.
~L

2022

between f72 and its dual

=

ff2. (defined as

the set of all line bundles on f72 of
degree 0; ta is translation by a ~ J2), then K(2) is a group of translations,
isomorphic to Z/4Z 0 Z/4Z. Picking any such isomorphism, let Q and r be
generators of the subgroups corresponding to this decomposition. Then
homogeneous coordinates (y0:y1:y2:y3) for p3 can be picked, such that J, i
and the ( -1)-involution1 on J2 (defined as i(z1,z2)=(-z1,-z2) for
(z 1, z2) E C2 /A) act as follows (see [M 1]):
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it may be necessary to replace r by 3i; it is easily checked
that these coordinates exist only for (03C3, 03C4) and (3a, 3i) or for (6, 3i) and (36, 03C4)).
[BLS] show that the octic (9 is given in these coordinates by

(strictly speaking

for some (03BB0:03BB1:03BB2:03BB3) ~ P3BS where S is some divisor of p3 while we will
determine later (Section 6.4). Remark that for any ci
±1, the coordinates
also
will
and
these
are
the only coordi(6)
satisfy
()
nates with this property. It is also seen that, if (03C3, T) is replaced by (303C3, 3i), then
the coordinates (y0:y1:y2:y3) are replaced by (Yo: YI: Yz : - Y3). Since the
equation of (9 depends only on y2 these choices do not affect the equation (7),
so there is associated to a decomposition K(2)
K1 ~ K2 (where Kand K2
are cyclic of order 4) an equation for (9. [BLS] also show that the polarized
Abelian surface as well as the decomposition of %(2) can be recovered from
(7) and that every octic of the type (7) (with () is the image
(J2) of some (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surface (J2, 2).
If we denote by
the moduli space of (isomorphism classes of) (1, 4)polarized Abelian surfaces for which ~L is birational, equipped with a
decomposition of K(2) as above, then it follows that
=

=

drl,4)

Moreover, if we denote by K the subgroup of K(Y) of two-torsion elements,

f72 j K

is a principal polarized Abelian surface, which is the Jacobian of a
of
curve
genus two; we call f72/K the canonical Jacobian associated to f72.
Recall that for a two-dimensional Jacobian J its Kummer surface is the image
of qJ[Z8] c Pl, where 0 is the theta divisor of J. Then it is seen from (6) that
an equation for the Kummer surface of f72jK is given by the quartic Q in p3,
obtained by replacing y2 by zl in the equation (7) for (9 and there is an obvious
projection fi: (9 Q. In fact, choosing the origin of ¡y2 such that Ef becomes
symmetric, L is the pull-back of a line bundle JV on f72/K of type (1,1) via
the canonical projection

then
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and ~N2 induces the Kummer

diagram

mapping; [BLS]

prove that the

following

commutes

If ç, is not birational, then it is 2: 1 and
by one of the equations

.

qJ!f(fï2)

is

a

quartic

in

P3, given

the choice of the decomposition; in this case the Abelian surface
the decomposition of K(2) can only partly be recovered from these
equations and J2/K is a product of elliptic curves (in particular fï2 is
isogenous to a product of elliptic curves). Squaring each of these equations we
find equation (7) respectively with

depending on
as

well

as

Summarizing, in the first case (the generic case), ~J(J2) is an octic, J2/K
is a Jacobian and 9-’ as well as the decomposition of K(2) can be reconstructed from the octic; in the other case ~J(J2) is a quartic, J2/K is a product of
elliptic curves and 9-’ cannot be reconstructed from the quartic. The rational
map (p, provides us with a natural surjective map

where

A0(1,4)

polarized

denotes the moduli space of (isomorphism classes of) (l, 4)Abelian surfaces together with a decomposition of K(2) (as above).
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extends the bijection (8) defined on the dense subset 0(1,4) of
"Q/ (1,4) 0 and maps the (two-dimensional) complement of d?1,4) to the three
rational curves, which are thought of as lying inside the boundary of tf¡°(d?l ,4»,
i.e., in S; the generic point of S however does not correspond to Abelian
surfaces, but to surfaces which can be interpreted as degenerations of Abelian
surfaces (see [BLS]).

The

map §°

2.2. Two-dimensional a. c. i. systems

study two-dimensional a.c.i. systems (see
first,
integrable system on (R2n, 03C9) (co may be any
[AvM1], [Vl]).
R2n
but
the case that w is the standard symplectic
on
structure
symplectic
structure on R4 will suffice for this paper) consists of a Hamiltonian vector field
XHI defined as
We

now

recall the basic tools to
At

an

for which there exist n - 1 additional invariants, i.e., there are n independent,
Poisson-commuting functions H1(=H), ..., Hn on R2n; Poisson-commuting
functions F, G E C~(R2n), are by definition functions for which their Poisson
bracket {F, G 1. w(X F’ XG) vanishes. The intersection
=

is by Poisson-commutativity invariant for the flows of all XHi and is smooth
for generic values of c = (c1, ..., cn). By the well-known Arnold-Liouville
Theorem, the compact connected components of these invariant manifolds are
diffeomorphic to real tori (the non-compactcomponents being diffeomorphic
to cilindres, assuming that the flow of the vector fields XHi is complete on
them); moreover the flows of the vector fields XHi are linear, when seen as flows
on the tori (cilindres) using the diffeomorphism. n is called the dimension of the

system.
A notable case-which appears most often in both the classical and recent,
mathematical and physics literature-is the case that there exist coordinates
1,...,n) as well as all brackets {qi, qj}03C9,
q1,..., q2. for R2n, in which all Hi, (i
(i, j = 1,..., 2n) are polynomials (strictly speaking, for the larger class of these
examples (R2n, {·,· } 03C9) is replaced by the more general Poisson manifold
(R, f - , -1), where {·,·} does not necessarily come from a symplectic structure). Then the symplectic structure and the vector field are easily complexified,
giving a Poisson commuting family of functions on C2" and for generic
=
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c = (c1, ..., cn) (where

the ci may

now

also take values in

C) the invariant

manifolds

affine (algebraic) varieties. In such a situation, the integrable system will be
called algebraic completely integrable if these generic invariant manifolds dc are
affine parts of an Abelian variety Tnc, Ac
TncBDc,where -9, is the minimal
divisor where the coordinate functions (restricted to the invariant manifolds)
blow up, and if the (complex) flow of the vector fields on T is linear (see
are

=

[AvM3]).
In the two-dimensional case (n
2) the invariant manifolds complete into
Abelian surfaces by adding one or several (possibly singular) curves to the
affine surfaces Ac. In this case, the following algorithm, proposed in [V1], leads
to an explicit linearization (i.e., integration) of the vector field XH (steps (1) and
(2) are due to Adler and van Moerbeke, see [AvM1]).
=

(1) Compute the first few terms of the Laurent solutions to the differential
equations, and use these to construct an embedding of the generic
invariant manifolds in projective space (see [AvM3], [V1] and [V2]).
(2) Deduce from the embedding the structure of the divisors Dc to be adjoined
to the (generic) affine invariant manifolds Ac in order to complete them
into Abelian surfaces. At this point the type of polarization induced by
each irreducible component of -9c can also be determined.
(3) a) If one of the components of Dc is a smooth curve 0393c of genus two,
compute the image of the rational map

the Kummer surface Mc of Jac(0393c).
Otherwise, if one of the components of fJ2c is a d: 1 unramified cover W,
of a smooth curve F, of genus two, p: Lc ~ 0393c, the map p extends to a
map p: T2c ~ Jac(0393c). In this case, let Sc denote the (non-complete) linear
system p*|20393c| c |2c| which corresponds to the complete linear system
|20393c| and compute now the Kummer surface 1*§ of Jac(Ç) as the image of
which is

b)

a

singular surface in P3,

c) Otherwise, change the divisor at infinity so as to arrive in case a) or b).
This can always be done for a generic Abelian surface (i.e., for an
Abelian surface which has no automorphisms except identity and the
(-1)-involution).
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(4)

Choose a WeierstraB point W on the curve 0393c and coordinates (zo : z, : z2 : z3)
for p3 such that ~[20393c](W) = (0 : 0:0:1) in case (3) a) and 9&#x26;,(W) =
(o : o : 0 :1) in case (3) b). Then this point will be a singular point (node)
for Hc and Hc has an equation

where the pi are polynomials of degree i. After
which fixes (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) we may assume that

a

projective transformation

(5) Finally, let x1 and x2 be the roots of the quadratic polynomial
P(x) ZOX2 + zlx + z2, whose discriminant is P2(ZO’ zi, z2), with the zi
expressed in terms of the original variables qi. Then the differential
equations describing the vector field XH are rewritten by direct computa=

tion in the classical WeierstraB form

where aand a2
five or six. By

depend on c (i.e., on the torus) only, and f(x) is of degree
evaluating P(x) in two zeroes of f(x), the symmetric

functions x+ x2 (= -z1/z0) and x1x2 (=z2/z0) and hence also the
original variables qi can be written in terms of the Riemann theta function
associated to the curve y2 = f(x).
The best way to see that this algorithm is very effective and easy to apply is to
look at one or several of the worked-out examples in [V1]. In the present paper
this algorithm will not be used as it stands, since we do not know in advance
that our system is a.c.i.; instead we will see how it can be helpful when proving
algebraic complete integrability. We remark that it is also shown in [V1] how
a Lax pair for the system derives from the above linearization.

3. The

quartic potential Vp and its integrability

It is shown in

[CC]

that for any J.

=

(03BB1, ..., 03BBn), the potential
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defines an integrable system on R2n
{(q1, ..., qn, p1, ...,p")1 qi, pi ~ R}, equipped with the standard symplectic structure ct) = dqi^dpi, when the Hamiltonian is taken as the total energy
=

(T is the kinetic energy). This result also follows immediately from
integrability of the Garnier system, which will be recalled in the Appendix.
study here the case n 2 (two degrees of freedom) writing

the
We

=

It would be interesting to study also the higher-dimensional potentials as well
other cases of the Garnier system from the point of view of algebraic

as

geometry.

Fixing arbitrary parameters 03B1 ~ 03B2, let H T + V03B103B2. Then the equations
the vector field XH, defined by co(XH, -)
dH( - ) are given by
=

for

=

For

any f, g

consider the affine surface

Afg defined by

on « and fl is important we will denote this surface by
is
.
fg invariant under the flow of XH since both F and G
Poisson commute with H. Since

(when

the

dependence

Then

and 03B1 ~ 03B2, any pair of functions taken form {F, G, H} can be taken as a
maximal set of independent Poisson commuting functions; in order to simplify
some of the formulas in the sequel we let, for given f and g, the constant h be

determined by f - g 2(fi a)h.
The surface Afg has the following independent involutions:
=

-
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which both preserve the vector

field, and

one

other

(independent) involution

the direction of the vector field. These three involutions generate
group isomorphic to (Z/2Z)3. Moreover one sees that for fixed a, fi, f and g
all A, 03BB ~ C* are isomorphic. It is therefore natural to consider (a,
13, f, g) as belonging to the weighted projective space’ P(1,1,3,3). A trivial
observation which will turn out to be important is that also A(03B1,03B2,f,g) and

which

reverses

a

(03B2,03B1,g,f) are isomorphic.
Remark that if a = 13 then F( = G )

is just the square of the momentum

which

obviously Poisson-commutes with the energy corresponding to a central
potential. What is remarkable however is that if 03B1 ~ 03B2 then the equations
defining Afg can be rewritten (birationally) in terms of q1, q2 and the
momentum q, giving precisely the equations (7) of the octic (9 with

It follows that for generic f, g the surface Afg is birationally equivalent to the
affine part O0 = O~ {y0 ~ 01 of the octic (9 which is itself birationally equivalent to an Abelian surface of type (1, 4). We show in the following theorem that
Afg actually is (isomorphic to) an affine part of an Abelian surfae of type (1, 4).

THEOREM 1.

Fixing

any 03B1 ~

03B2~C,

the

affine surface Afg

c

c4 defined by

generic’ f, g E C isomorphic to an affine part of an Abelian surface 2fg, of
type (1, 4), obtained by removing a smooth curve P2fg of genus 5,

is for

1 A quick introduction to weighted projective spaces is given in
2Precise conditions will be given later (Theorem 6).

an

appendix

to

[AvM3].
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vector field XH extends to a linear vector field on 2fg.
Proof. (i) Let G be the group generated by the involutionsl1, ’z, and j. Our
first aim is to show that Afg/G is (isomorphic to) an affine part of a Kummer
surface. Since f and g are generic, we may suppose that (03BB0:03BB1:03BB2:03BB3) given
by (14) do not belong to S. For these 2i, let Q be the quadric (Kummer surface)

and the

which is obtained from (7) by setting z, y2i, i.e., there is an unramified 8 : 1
cover (9 --+ Q; this map restricts to a map p0: O0 ~ Qo, where Qo
Q n {z0 ~ 0}.
Also the rational map 9: Afg ~ t9o given by (13) and (14) induces a birational
map
~ Qo, giving rise to a commutative diagram
=

=

Since Qo is normal, it suffices to show that ip is bijective. Obviously ip is
surjective: if (x1, x2, x3)~Q0, let (y1, y2, Y3) be such that y2 - Xi and let q1, q2,
q be determined from (14). Then these satisfy the condition under which p1, P2
exist such that (q1, q2, p1, p2)~Afg and q = q1p2 - q2p1. Then ip(q1’ q2, p1, p2) =
(x1, X2’ x3). At the other hand, if ()(q1, Q2’ p1, P2) = ( °03C0)(q’1, q’2, Pi. p’2)
then q1 = 03B51q’1, q2 = 03B52q’2, q Gq’, (where q’ - q’1p’2 - q’2p’1) for 03B51, G2’
=

GE

{-1,1}. Then

one sees

that

where ikk means in case ek = -1 and identity for e,
1. It follows that
that 0 is an
is
This
shows
03C0(q1, q2l p1, P2) = 03C0(q’1, q’, p?, p’), and Ç injective.
surface
hence
to
the
Kummer
is
isomorphism,
(affine)
Afg/G isomorphic
defined by Qo.
(ii) We proceed to show that dfg is isomorphic to an affine part of an
Abelian surface, more precisely to the normalization si of (90 (the octic is
singular along the coordinate planes). This normalization can be obtained via
the birational map ~J: J2 ~ (9. In particular, by restriction of (9) to an affine
=
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piece we get a commutative diagram

where qJy2 is

an

isomorphism.

If

we

combine both

diagrams (16) and (17)

we

get

with cp the birational map ~ and (o the isomorphism . Now the two
covers
Afg - Afg/G and A ~ Ko are only ramified in discrete points and Afg
and d are smooth (since f and g are generic); the same holds true if A and
Afg are replaced by their closures: the closure of A is just f72 and the closure
of Afg is obtained from the explicit embedding which will be given in Section
6.1. By Zariski’s Main Theorem the normality of f72 implies that the lifting 9
of 0 must also be an isomorphism and we get

divisor -9f,, on a (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surface A2fg. It is seen that
is
a 4 : 1 unramified cover of a translate of the Riemann theta divisor of the
Dfg
canonical Jacobian, hence gf, is smooth and has genus 5; an equation for Dfg
will be given in Section 6.
(iii) Finally we show that XH extends to a linear vector field on 9-fg. Letting
(Jo 1, 03B81 = q21 and 03 = q2,we have shown that an equation for the Kummer
surface of the canonical Jacobian associated to Afg is a quartic in these
variables. From (14) and (7) the leading term in 03B823 is given by
((a + 03B2)00 + 01 + 02)2 - 4(03B103B20o + 03B201 + 03B103B82), or, in terms of the original

for

some

=

variables,

We let x1 and x2 be the roots of the

polynomial
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the algorithm recalled in Section 2.2 ("suggested" because
did not prove yet that the system is a.c.i.). Explicitly, let
as

suggested by

then it is not hard to rewrite the

equations F = f,

G = g,

defining Afg, in

we

terms

of x 1, x2, x 1, x2. This gives

so

that

where

Integrating (20) we see that XH is a linear vector field on Afg, which obviously
extends to a linear vector field on 2fg. From this expression the symmetric
functions x+ x2 and x1x2, hence the variables qi, q2l Pi? P2 can be written
at once in terms of theta functions; namely, P(-03B1)=(03B2-03B1)q21 and
P(-03B2) (a - 03B2)q22, hence q1 and q2 are both ratios of two translates of the
Riemann theta function which differ by a half period (see [M2]).
Remark that as a by-product we find an equation
=

for the

curve

whose Jacobian is the canonical Jacobian associated to

The theorem leads to the

COROLLARY 2.

following important corollary:

If oc :0 fi then

the

potential

2fg.

D
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defines an
symplectic
H

= 1 2(p21

a.c.i. system (in the sense of [AvM1]) on R4 with the canonical
structure. A Lax representation of the vector field XH, where
+

p’) + V03B103B2, is given by

where

Proof. The Liouville integrability is proven in [G] and [CC]; it is in our case
proven easily by showing that {F, G} = 0 (F, G Poisson commute) and that F
and G are independent on a dense subset of R4. To show that for 03B1 ~ 03B2 the
system is a.c.i. we need to prove in addition the following three claims:
(i)

the generic (complex) affine invariant surface Afg is an affine part of an
Abelian surface ,Afg
where fg is some divisor on 2fg,
minimal
the
is
the
divisor
where
variables
q1, q2, Piand P2 blow up,
fg
the vector fields XF and XH extend to holomorphic (=linear) vector
fields on 2fg.
=

(ii)
(iii)

,

and half of (iii) are shown in Theorem 1. To show the other half of (iii),
which concerns the extension of XF, the linearizing variables are defined in the
same way, but their derivatives are now calculated using XF instead of XH.
Finally, since the variables ql, q2, pl and p2 do not blow up on fg, and since
fg is irreducible, they all blow up along fg, showing (ii).
To construct a Lax pair, note that if u(x) is defined as u(x) =
(x - x1)(x - X2) and v(x) is its derivative (suitable normalised), then
f(x) - V2(X) is divisible by u(x), where f(x) is the polynomial introduced in
the proof of Theorem 1. The quotient

(i)

is

easily

calculated. The form of the Lax

pair

then follows from

[Vl].

D
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4. Some moduli spaces of Abelian surfaces of type

(1, 4)

In this section we describe a map 03C8 from the moduli space A(1,4) of polarized
Abelian surfaces of type (1, 4) into an algebraic cone m3 in some weighted
projective space. To be precise we recall that (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surfaces
which are products of elliptic curves (with the product polarization) are
excluded from d(1.4). The map will be bijective on the sense subset
which
is the moduli space of polarized Abelian surfaces (ff2,2) for which the
rational map ~L:2 ~ P3 is birational. An alternative way to construct the
map V1 and the cone M3 will corne up later.
Recall from Section 2.1 that 0(1,4) maps onto

A(1,4)

(three rational

curves

in S, each missing eight points),

bijectively on the first component (which is dense); the three rational curves are
thought of as lying in P3/(03BB0~-03BB0) at the boundary of this component. drl,4)
is a 24 : 1 (ramified) covering of A(1,4): let J and i be elements of order 4 such
that K(L) = 03C3&#x3E; E9 03C4&#x3E;, and define

only cyclic subgroups of order 4 of K(2). It is easy to see that
taking all possible isomorphisms K(L) ~ Z/4Z 0 Z/4Z we find exactly the 24
decompositions

These

are

the

We describe the

24 : 1 cover ~ M3 and a map 03C8: d(1,4) ~ M3, where M3 is
variety (lying in weighted projective space P(1,2,2,3,4)), such that

and construct
an

algebraic

there results

cover

a

a

commutative

diagram
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is a bijection (D is a divisor on Jlt3
in which the restriction 03C8 of t/1 to
which will be determined explicitly).
The main idea in this construction is to see how the Galois group of the
cover siR ,4) ~ A(1,4) acts on Y and define M3 to be the quotient. This quotient
will be easy to calculate since it is a quotient of (a Zariski open subset of) p3
by a group which acts linearly. The fact that this action is so simple is
surprising and was suggested to us by the obvious observation that the affine
invariant surfaces de and Ac’, with c (a, 13, f, g) and c’ (03B2, a, g, f ) are
isomorphic, showing by (14) that Â, and 03BB3 can (in some way) be interchanged.
The group G
GL(2, 7L/47L) acts transitively on (ordered!) bases as follows:

d( 1,4)

=

=

=

giving a new decomposition K(Y) = a03C3 + b03C4&#x3E; ~ c03C3 + d03C4&#x3E;. We denote by H
the normal subgroup of G which consists of those elements of G which are
congruent to the identity matrix, modulo 2. Then H acts on the set of
decompositions of K(L), thus H acts on ; to determine the corresponding action on the isomorphic space Y, it is sufficient to take any element of H,
act to obtain a new base and determine the new coordinates (y0:y1:y2:y3)
according to (6). Substituting these in (7) the new parameters (±03BB0:03BB1:03BB2:03BB3)
are found immediately. The result is contained in the following table (since
diagonal matrices act trivially only one representative of each coset modulo
diagonal matrices is shown):
Table 1

The upshot of the table is that all (±03BB0: :t)1, 1 : ±03BB2: + 03BB3)
Abelian surface. The quotient space is given by

same

correspond to

the
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~

(P3BS’) U (three rational curves in S’, each missing three points), (23)

defining p; 03BB2i as coordinates for the quotient P3, from which in
particular equations for the three rational curves, as well as for the three points
are immediately obtained (the fact that there are three missing points instead
of two is due to ramification of the quotient map at two of the three points).
The divisors S and S’ will be calculated later. We will also interpret this
upon

=

"intermediate" moduli space (!J’.
Remark that G/H is isomorphic to the permutation group S3, so we have an
action of S3 on 9’ (which extends to all of p3 since it is linear). Choosing six
representatives for G/H we find as above the following table:
Table 2

The tables 1 and 2 together show how to reconstruct explicitly the decomposition of K(L) from the equation of the octic. More important, it allows us
to construct the quotient space M3 as is shown in the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. There is
cone

in
D

a

bijective

map

03C8: (1,4) Jl(3BD,
-

where M3 is the

defined by

weighted projective space po ,Z,Z,3,4) (with coordinates ( fo : ... : f4)) and
D1 + D2 is the divisor whose two irreducible components are cut off from

=
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M3 by the hypersurfaces

1n

.si; 1,4) has the structure of

the moduli space
extends in a natural way

particular

map 03C8

an

affine variety.

The

to a map

the image of the (two-dimensional) boundary
C is the rational curve (inside D) given by

A(1,4)B(1,4) being CB{P, QI, where

QE C are given by P (4 ::0: 3: 2 : 0), and Q (2 :1: 1: 0: - 2). Moreover,
apart from its top (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0), all points in the cone M3 correspond to some
invariant surface (03B1,03B2,f,g) for some a, fi, f and g, with a :0 03B2.
Proof. First we describe the quotient of P3 by the action of S3, and show
that it is (isomorphic to) the algebraic variety ..A3 given by an equation
’ fl(4f3 - 27f23) in weighted projective space p(1,2,2, ’,’). To do this we use
the (induced) action of S3 on C3 which is given in terms of affine coordinates
Xi
03BCi/03BC0 for C3 by
and P,

=

=

=

=

Since the action is orthogonal, it must be reducible,
and an invariant plane orthogonal to it. Indeed let

having

then ul is anti-invariant for (1, 2) and is invariant for
chosen orthogonal to ul. Then invariants

an

(1, 2, 3);

invariant line

u2 and u3

are
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for the action of S3

are

found. Also there is

which is

(1, 2)-anti-ïnvariant and (1, 2, 3)-invariant, giving a
f4 03BC10394. Since f2 and f3 generate the invariants depending
invariant A2 is expressible in terms of f2 and f3,
=

invariant
u2, U3 the

new
on

i.e., 03942 is nothing else than the discriminant of the cubic polynomial

x3 - f2x + f3.

It follows that

where f1 = u21.
quotient
weighted

Remark that (f1,
of p3 by the action of

projective

(f0:f1:f2:f3:f4). In
there is

into

a

an

space

P(1,2,2,3,4)

conclusion

induced map

commutative

f2, f,, f4) have degree (2, 2, 3, 4) so that the
S3 is given by (26) viewed as an equation in

03C8: (1,4)

we
~

with respect to coordinates
have established the cover Y ~ M3 and
M3 which makes

diagram (since

the actions

on

A0(1,4)

are

the

same

by

construction).
The reducible divisor D is easily computed once explicit equations for S
(or S’) are known. Since we know of no easy direct way to determine S, we
postpone the computation of S to Section 6.4, where the potentials will be used
to compute S in a straightforward way; we will show there that S’ breaks up
in four irreducible pieces J11
0, J12 0, J13 0 and disc(P03BC3(x)) = 0 where P3
is the polynomial
=

and
/JI

=

=

=

0 denotes its discriminant (in x). Granted this, we take
0, let x1 = 0 and eliminate x2 and x3 from fl, f2 and f4. Then the relation

disc(P03BC3(x)) =
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0, tl3 0. The
is found at once; obviously the same equation is found for 03BC2
computation for disc(P03BC3(x)) = 0 is longer but also straightforward. Namely, by
a simple translation in x the monic polynomial P03BC3(x)/(403BC2) can be written as
x3 - ax + b, with discriminant 4a3 - 27bz. When this discriminant (depending
on Mi) is written in terms of u, using the inverse of (25), the equation (24) for
=

=

is read off immediately.
to obtain 03C8(A(1,4)) remark that the
As for the curve to be added to
action of S3 identifies the three rational curves in (23), leading to a single curve.
To compute its equation (as a subvariety of D1) in terms of the coordinatesfi,
0 and po 2(P2 + 03BC3). Then in terms of po and P2
let according to (10), pi

D2

;jÍ(d(I,4»

=

we

=

get

leading to

by elimination of

Ilo and 03BC2. As for the two

special points

P and

curve, it is easy to check that picking III= 0, IÀ2 = M3 and Mo
leads to the point (4 : 0 : 3 : 2 : 0) and alternatively taking y,= M2

=

=

Q

on

2(P2

0, Mo

-1=

this

1l3)
203BC3

leads to the point (2 :1:1: 0 : - 2). This gives explicit equations for all these
spaces and proves the announced result in (22).
Finally, let (f0:···: f4) e Jlt3 be any point different from the top (1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0)
of this cone. Then M2 =1= 0 for at least one of the six points (Ilo : III :03BC2 : 1l3) lying
over this point. Define (a, 03B2, f, g) E P(1,1,3,3) by

then 03B1 ~ 03B2 and a, 13, f and g saiisfy (14) with /li = 03BB2i. This shows that, apart
from the top, all points in the cone Jlt3 correspond to some invariant surface
(03B1,03B2,f,g) for some 03B1 ~ 13, f and g. This finishes the proof of the theorem. D
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5. The

précise relation

with the canonical Jacobian

In this section we want to show that a (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surface
is intimately related to its canonical Jacobian, denoted by J(2)
(introduced in Section 2), hence also to some curve of genus two, denoted
0393(2). In fact there is more: at the level of the Jacobian, let J(2) be
represented as e2/A, then 2 induces a non-degenerate decomposition of the
lattice A and at the level of the curve, j-2 induces a decomposition of the set
of WeierstraB points of 0393(2) which in turn corresponds to an incidence
diagram for the 166 configuration on its Kummer surface; moreover, the
Abelian surface can be reconstructed from either of these data (Theorem 4).
Recall that the canonical Jacobian of a (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surface
is defined as the (irreducible principally polarized)
Abelian surface j(g-2)
T2/K, where K is the (unique) subgroup of twotorsion elements of K(). As is well-known such an Abelian surface is the
Jacobian of a smooth curve r of genus two, i.e., it is given as 03982/, where A
is the period lattice

g-2 C -W(1,4)

=

consisting of all periods of w = t(w l’ cv2), the Wi being (independent) holomorphic differentials on r. The Abelian group H1(0393, Z) has an (alternating)
intersection form (·) and H1(0393, Z) can be decomposed into non-degenerate
planes (in many different ways),

Such

a

decomposition leads

to a

decomposition

A

=

1E9 A2

upon

defining

= 1 ~ 2 will be called non-degenerate
in addition simple if each H, is generated by
cycles which come from simple closed curves (Jordan curves) in P’under some
(hence any) double cover 03C0: 0393 ~ P1.
We also recall from the classical literature the 166 configuration on the
Kummer surface of Jac(r), where r is a curve of genus two. Let Wl, ... , W6 be
the WeierstraB points on r, then the points
both

H1(0393, Z) = H1~H2 and
decompositions. They are called
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sixteen in total since Wij = »Ji and Wij = Wjj for all
i, j 1,..., 6. There are also sixteen genus two curves 1-ii in Jac(r), the
translates Wij + 0393kk of the single curve 039311 = ··· = 039366, which have the
property that r 11, hence all 0393ij pass through six points Wkl. Then also each
point belongs to six lines 0393ij. This whole configuration goes down to the
Kummer surface in P3 and gives there a 166 configuration, classically called
Kummer’s configuration. The sixteen points are nodes (singular points) and the
sixteen planes the lines belong to are tropes (singular planes) of the Kummer
surface. The 166 configuration is best visualized by the incidence diagram,
which consists of a pair of square diagrams, such as

are

half-periods of Jac(r),
=

Namely the points incident with a line at position (m, n) in the second square
diagram are those six points in the m-th row and n-th column, but not in both,
of the first square diagram. Dually, the same applies for the lines incident with
a point. The 24z incidence diagrams obtained by permuting the rows or
columns of both square diagrams in an incidence diagram (in the same way)
are defined to be the same as the original incidence diagram (we will see that
there are 20 incidence diagrams which are different in this sense).
The relevance of simple, non-degenerate decompositions and incidence
diagrams for (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surfaces is seen from the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4. There is
phism classes) of data:

a

natural correspondence between

the following (isomor-

(1,4)-polarized Abelian surface 2 ~ A(1,4),
Jacobi surface J C2/A + a simple, non-degenerate decomposition
= Al o A2 of A,
(3) a smooth genus two curve r + a decomposition W = W1~ 1fÍz,
#W1 = #W2 3, of its Weierstra03B2 points.
a
(4) smooth genus two curve r + an incidence diagram for the 166 configuration
on its corresponding Kummer surface.
(1)
(2)

a

=

a

=

The correspondence (1) H (2) is established in two ways, namely J may be taken
the quotient of 9-’ using A2 or as a cover of 2 using Al (or W1). Moreover,
interchanging the components of the decomposition in (2) amounts to taking the
dual 2 of J2 in (1). J is the Jacobian of the curve I-’ which appears in (3) and
(4) and interchanging A1 and A2 in (2) amounts to interchanging W1 and W2 in

as
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and taking the transpose of both square diagrams in the incidence diagram
(4).
Summarizing we have the following commutative diagram, determined by f72
(onl y),

(3)
in

where
a

2J denotes multiplication by 2

projection

is considered

on

in J and

the quotient

a

torus

Ai labeling

an arrow means

that is obtained

that

by doubling the

sublattice

Ai.
Proof. (3) (2). Given a genus two curve r and
1%’ =
of its WeierstraB points with #Wi = 3, let
~

a
03C0:

decomposition
0393 ~ P11 be any

two-sheeted cover of P1. It is well known that has branch points exactly at
"Ir; the points in "Ir as well as their projections under 03C0 will be denoted by
Wl,..., W6, also 03C0(Wi) will just be written as Wi. If plis covered with
connected open subsets Uand U2 for which 11/; C Vi and U1 ~ U2 n if/"
0
then H1(0393, Z) decomposes as HEB H2 where H1 and H2 are defined as
=

Among the cycles in Hi there are those which come from simple closed curves
UiBWi encircling two points in Wi and these generate H,. Since any
(different) of these intersect (once) the restriction (·)Hi is non-degenerate,
hence leads (upon using (29)) to a non-degenerate simple decomposition
A
Ai p A2 for the period lattice. Thus C2 /A and A A, ED A2 provide the
corresponding data.
We now show that the constructed data only depend (up to isomorphism)
on the isomorphism class of the data r, W = W1~W2. Let 03C3: r - r be an
automorphism which permutes the WeierstraB points (such an automorphism
only exists for special curves r). Then J extends linearly to Jac(0393) ~ C2/,
hence also to the lattice A, giving a new decomposition A
aAl1 ~ 6A2. The
lattice 03C3i contains the periods corresponding to the points 03C3Wi (w.r.t. the same
basis of holomorphic differential forms), hence A (J’A1 Ee 6A2 corresponds to
the decomposition 11/’ 03C3W1 ~ 03C3W2.
(2) ~ (3). By the classical Torelli Theorem, r can be reconstructed from its
Jacobian, actually in dimension two, r is isomorphic to the theta divisor of
Jac(r). The lattice A c C2 is the period lattice of r with respect to some basis
in

=

=

=

=

=
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=

of holomorphic differentials on r, which determines an isomorA
0:
H1(0393, Z), which in turn leads to a decomposition

{03C91, 03C92}

phism
H1(0393, Z)

H1 (f) H2 upon defining Hi = O(Ai).
If we denote by "Ir the set of Weierstraß points of r and by x: 0393 ~ P1 any
two-sheeted cover as above, then Hi has generators Ài1’ 03BBi2 for which 03C0*03BBij is a
simple closed curve in P1BW, encircling an even number of branch points W,
which reduces to two in this case (there are only six points W and encircling
four points amounts to the same as encircling the other two points). Since the
decomposition is non-degenerate, 7r*)l.iland 03C0*03BBi2 encircle a common point, so
we may take
=

3 and it is easy to see that %q (B 1f;.
Then #W1 = #W2
0.
We show again that the constructed data are independent of the choice of
the base {03C91, 03C92} and are well-defined up to isomorphism. To do this remark
first that when the choice of base w t(03C91, Ú)2) is not unique, say àj’ is another
Aw’ for some A E GL(2, C), hence
base producing A, then C»
=

=

=

=

for any

03B3 ~ H1(0393, Z). We find that A AA, i.e., A has a non-trivial symmetry
group. Then Jac(r) = C2/ has a non-trivial automorphism group and the
data (C’/A, A
1 ~ A2) and (C2/, A A1~ AA2) are isomorphic. Thus
=

=

=

it suffices to show that the constructed data are well-defined up to isomorphism. This follows (as in the first part of the proof) at once from the property
that if Jac(r) has a non-trivial automorphism 6, then it is induced by an
automorphism on r. To see this property (which is particular for the case in
which the genus of r is 2) let 0 be a generic translate of the Riemann theta
divisor passing through the origin 0 of Jac(r). Then a(0) is another translate
passing through 0 (since every curve in Jac(r) which is isomorphic to r is a
translate of 0) hence composing 03C3 with this translate determines an automorphism of r. This shows the constructed data are well-defined.
(2) - (1). Given J C2/A and A AE9 A2 we form the complex torus
=

=

(i.e., the first lattice is doubled in both directions) and equip this torus with the
polarization induced by the principal polarization on J. We claim that g-2 is
a (1, 4)-polarized Abelian surface which belongs to
d(1,4). To show this, first
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notice that the cycles {03BB11,03BB21,03BB22,03BB22} introduced above, form a symplectic
base for H1(0393, Z), i.e., (03BB1i· 03BB2i) 0, (03BBi1· 03BBi2)
1, hence these cycles lead to a
the
form
(see [GH])
period matrix of
=

=

satisfying the Riemann conditions. Since H11 is spanned by 03BB11 and 03BB12 (which
correspond to the first and third columns of this matrix) A’ has in terms of
slightly different coordinates the period matrix

immediately to the result that 2 is a (1, 4)-polarized Abelian
isogenous to J (remark that the right block of this matrix is
positive definite). Since the original J C’/A is the canonical Jacobian of F2,
we are in the generic case of Section 2 which implies g-z E d(1,4).
Dually the surface is (up to isomorphism) also constructed by taking
which leads
surface, 4: 1

=

but this decomposition induces a 4 : 1 isogeny from J to (this) f72.
To show that the correspondence is well-defined, remark that

implies

the last two

of polarized Abelian surfaces.
(1) (2). For given 2 C A0(1,4), let J be its canonical Jacobian J(9-’). Then
2 ~ J is part of the isogeny 2j : J ~ J hence there is a unique complementary
isogeny J - J2 with kernel 7L/2Z (D Z/2Z. Writing J as J C2/A, the latter
isogeny induces an injective lattice homomorphism 0: ~ A whose cokernel
is isomorphic to Z/27L Q 7L/27L. Then 0 determines a unique decomposition
A1 ~ A2 of A for which 0JA2 is an isomorphism and ~|1 is multiplication by
2. We have seen that such a decomposition is simple. It is also non-degenerate,
since otherwise 2 would not have an induced (1, 4)-polarization (see Remark

isomorphisms being isomorphism

~

=

1

below).
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Observe that in the exceptional case that 2 ~ J is another part of the
isogeny 2j, the two isogenies combine to an automorphism of J, leading to
isomorphic data in (3).
(3) H (4). This is classical (see [Hu]); we prove it as follows. Given a
decomposition of W, say W = {W , W2, W3}~{W4, W5, W6} the corresponding
incidence diagram is taken up to permutation of the rows and the columns of
both square diagrams (in the same way) as

and obviously the decomposition of W is reconstructed from it at once by
looking at the row and the column Wli belongs to. To show that every
incidence diagram is of this form, remark at first that we have the freedom to
permute the rows as well as the columns, so that we can put Wl1 = ··· W66
in the upper left corner. The curves f ij this point Wlbelongs to are the entries
in the first row and the first column (except r 11 ) of the square diagram on the
right. If the origin belongs to 0393ij ~ fjk’ ( j =1= k), then it also belongs to 0393ik. Then
r 11is easily identified as the image of the map 0393 ~ Jac(0393) defined by
=

(remark that the order of Wi, Wj and Wk is immaterial in this formula) and the
other three curves are rlm, rmn and r’n with {
Hence the incidence table takes the above form from which the decomposition
of W can be read off.
If the curve has non-trivial automorphisms, we define diagrams which
correspond to such automorphisms as being isomorphic, so as to obtain the
equivalence (3) H (4) at the level of isomorphism classes.
Finally we concentrate on the dual J2 of J2 and its relation with the
canonical Jacobian of fï2. At first recall from [GH] that the period matrices
of fï2 and $-2 relate as

showing that 2 is constructed from

J

by taking 1~12

2 instead of taking
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when constructing g-z from J. It follows that the isogeny 2j
factorizes via 2 as well and that taking the dual of 2 corresponds to
interchanging the components of the decomposition of A. This finishes the
0
proof of the theorem.

1 21~2

REMARKS. (1) If in (2) above one considers simple degenerate decompositions (instead of non-degenerate) then the decomposition in (3) is altered into
W = W1~W2~ *3, #Wi 2 and the order of the components in the decomposition of if/" is now irrelevant. The corresponding object in (1) is then a
Jacobi surface from which the original Jacobi surface (or the curve) cannot be
reconstructed.
(2) Since (3) 20, there are 20 different incidence diagrams and 20 possible
decompositions of the isogeny 2J:J~J, some of which are isomorphic if and
only if J (hence r) has a nontrivial automorphism group (i.e., different from
Z2)’ It follows from the above theorem that the 20 intermediate Abelian
surfaces appear in 10 groups of dual pairs.
(3) Let L(2) denote the moduli space of all smooth curves of genus two. Then
we have the following isomorphisms
=

=

and both spaces are related by an obvious unramified covering projection
~ L(2). We have seen that
has a natural structure of an affine
is
which
in
a
natural
variety
compactified
way into its projective closure, which
is the (singular) algebraic variety uN3. At the other hand, (2) has also a natural
compactification (the Mumford-Deligne compactification). It would be interesting to figure out how both compactifications are related.
(4) Among the different ways to define (and characterize) the canonical
Jacobian J(.r2) of 2, here is a final one. It is that J J(J2) is the only
Jacobian for which the diagram

d(1,4)

(1,4)

=

multiplication by 2 on g- 2) . The proof is easy using the ideas
proof. Observe that this diagram is (30) with j-2 and J
we
could drop a superfluous triangle since J J.
interchanged;
commutes

(2T

is

of the ’above

=
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6. The relation with the canonical Jacobian made

explicit

We have shown in Section 5 that there is associated to an Abelian surface of
type (1, 4) the Jacobi surface of a genus two curve r and some additional data.
Also we have seen (in Section 3) that these Abelian surfaces appear as invariant
surfaces of the Hamiltonian vector field defined by one of the potentials V03B103B2.

This allows us to make this relation very explicit (using two different methods)
and to calculate precisely the locus S in P3 for which the associated quartic
fails to be a Kummer surface (and hence the associated (1, 4)-polarized Abelian
surface fails to be birational to an octic). We know of no direct method (i.e.,
without using integrable systems) to do this. We refer to [Bu] for an alternative
approach, under current investigation, which uses another integrable system
(some geodesic flow on SO(4)).
6.1. An

embedding of the

Abelian

surfaces

in

¡pI5

the explicit construction of an embedding of 2 in
projective space, which is found by using the Laurent solutions to the
differential equations (12). Since we know that the potential V03B103B2 is a.c.i. (for
a =1= 13), the vector field XH has a coherent tree of Laurent solutions (see
[AvM1]), in particular it has Laurent solutions depending on dim R4 - 1 = 3
free parameters (principal balances). Moreover, since the divisor 22 fg to be
adjoined to a (generic) invariant manifold Afg is irreducible, there is only one
such family. Also q l, q2 and q
q1p2 - q2p1 have a simple pole along 22fg since
their squares descend to Jac(r) with a double pole along (some translate of)
its theta divisor. With this information the principal balance is given by
Our calculations

rely

on

=

where 2a2 + 2b2 + 1 = 0; the series for p1 and p2 are found by differentiation.
Using the Laurent solutions it is easy to find an embedding of 2fg in projective
space: since 2Dfg induces a polarization of type (2, 8), it is very ample and this
can be done using the sixteen functions with a double pole along
fg, to wit,
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where {f1, f2} = f1f2 - f1f2,
6.2. Abelian

the Wronskian

surfaces of type (1, 4)

as

of f2

and

f1.

quotients of their canonical Jacobians

A first way to compute the correspondence between the data is to use the cover
there is a unique Jacobian
J - g-2 ; recall from Section 5 that
J
such
that
J(J2)

given J2~(1,4)

=

factorization of the map 2j (multiplication by 2). This implies the
existence of a singular divisor in J2 whose components are birational to
r
0393(J2) as is shown in the following proposition.

yields

a

=

PROPOSITION 5. The image pl(-If-) of Kummer’s 166 configuration
of four curves, all passing through the half periods of 2; these points
are the images of the sixteen points in the configuration and each of the four
image curves has an ordinary three-fold point at one of these points, with tangents
at this point, which are different from the tangents to the other curves. Each curve
is birationally equivalent to rand induces a (1, 4)-polarization on J2. The image
P2(PI(%» is one single curve, birational to r with an ordinary six-fold point.
Proof. The map pl identifies all half-periods which appear in a row in the
first square diagram of the incidence diagram which corresponds to J2.
Therefore p1 also identifies the curves which appear in a row in the second
square diagram of this incidence diagram and we obtain four curves passing
through the four image points, every curve having a three-fold point at the
image of the three points in the same row (but not the same column) of the
first square diagram. Since Jf induces a (16,16)-polarization on J, Pl(%)
induces a (4, 16)-polarization on ff2, hence each component induces a (1,4)polarization. The virtual genus of each component is thus five, and since each
is obviously birational to r via p1, the three-fold point must be ordinary and
there are no other singular points.
The intersection of two of these components is the self-intersection of one of
consists
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(since they are translates of each other), hence is by (5) equal to
8; at the other hand, since each passes through the three-fold point
1)
2(5 of the other and since they have two simple points in common, this gives
already 3 + 3 + 1 + 1 8 so all tangents must be different and there are no
other intersection points. The fact that p2(p1(H)) has an ordinary six-fold
D
point and is birationally equivalent to r is shown in a similar way.
them

=

=

The image 2J(0) is a divisor A with a six-fold point, first studied in [Vl]
(where it was an essential ingredient in the construction of linearizing variables
for integrable systems) and p1(H) is nothing but p20. We have also shown
there that this divisor is the zero locus of the leading term in the equation of
the Kummer surface of J (when normalised as in the algorithm in Section 2.2).
To apply this in the present case, we use the leading term (18) of the equation
of the Kummer surface of J(F2fg) (which is expressed in terms of the original
variables), and investigate its zero locus, i.e.,

This factorizes

completely

as

reflecting the fact that p*20394 is reducible. In order to find an équation for 0393(2fg),
let qz
03B5103B1 - 03B2 + 03B52iq1 in the equations for Afg. Eliminating p2 one finds
an equation for the curve
=

where

P is

some

polynomial

of

degree

three. This

curve

is

clearly isomorphic

to the

curve

In order to decide to which decomposition of the WeierstraB
corresponds, let P1, ...,P4 be the following points in P15

points

this
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and let qa denote the three roots of Q(x). Then it is easily checked by picking
local parameters around the points at infinity of 039403B5103B52 that the incidence
relation of the P, on the 039403B5103B52 is given by the following table:
Table 3

The table is in agreement with the fact that each curve has a three-fold point
and passes through the other singularities. Moreover it shows that the three
points q. were identified under the map p1 when going from J to 2, hence
these form the subset W1 in Theorem 4 and 1fÎz = {0,
If we substitute

.

in the

equation (33) for

Then the

x3 + (a

+

the

curves

bE;1E;2

then

we

find the

equation (21),

decomposition of 1Y is given as follows: 1Y¡ contains the roots of
f3)X2 + (03B103B2 - h)x + (03B2f - ag)/(2a - 2p), and W2 = {~, -03B1, -03B2}.

6.3. Abelian

surfaces of type (1, 4)

as covers

of their

canonical Jacobians

An alternative way to compute the data corresponding to 1£ is by using the
J2 ~ J. First we calculate an equation for Dfg by substituting (31) in
the invariants. Eliminating one of the free parameters from the resulting

cover
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equations yields

the

following equations defining

a curve:

Put

to

find that this

non-singular curve is isomorphic

To check that the genus of Dfg
the curve

to the curve

equals 5 (as we saw in

which has genus two. Then the obvious map 03C0:
with four ramification points (the points where y

=

Letting

t

=

g(-9f,,)
x2 -

where we used f form. Define now

=

a,

g

=

u

=

3), let

W’ denote

is a 2 : 1 covering map
0). By Riemann-Hurwitz,

(36)

X(-9f,) = 2~(L’) - ramification(03C0),
it follows that

Section

5.

(36)

is

obviously equivalent

to

in the first equation to write it in a symmetric
find
and
that Dfg is expressed as a 4 : 1 unramified
xyz

2(fl - 03B1)h
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cover

of the

hyperelliptic curve given by

which

we

found in (21) and (34). To see this, remark that if U2 = f(t) is an
of any hyperelliptic curve r of genus two and f(t1) = f(t2) =
0 (i.e., t1, t2 and t3 correspond to WeierstraB points), then the curve

equation

f(t3)

=

is a 4 : 1 cover of r and has genus 5; in our case {t1, t2, t3} = {~, -03B1, -03B2}.
When this 4 : 1 cover is extended to the cover g- 2--+ Jac(r) the half-periods on
2 corresponding to {-03B1, -03B2, ~} are identified with the origin, hence
W2 = {-03B1, -03B2, ~} and W1 consists of the other three WeierstraB points, in
agreement with our previous calculation.
6.4. The

exceptional locus

S

c

p3

Suppose that (2, 2) E d(1,4) and let the surface be represented by a surface
, for some a =1= 13 (using (28)). Then the curve 0393(2) corresponding to
it under the basic bijection explained in Section 5 must be smooth. Since we
know from Section 6.2 (or equivalently 6.3) that an equation for 0393(2) is given
by

conclude that disc(P3(x)) ~ 0 and P 3( -a) =1= 0, P 3( - 13) =1= 0, the last condition mean’ing just that f ~ 0 and g ~ 0. Conversely, both conditions together
are sufficient to guarantee that the curve is smooth and the corresponding
In order to state this result in terms of the
Abelian surface is in

we

(1,4).
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coordinates Jli for P3,
y2 = x(x - 1)P03BC3(x) where

use

(28)

to

rewrite

(38)

in the

simple

form

slightly rescaled); in this representation 1fÍz {0, 1, ~} and W1
contains the roots of P03BC3(x). The condition for (03BC0: ,u 1: 112 : 03BC3) to correspond to
a surface in
d(l,4) is now that 03BC103BC203BC3 ~ 0 and disc(P03BC3(x)) ~ 0. It shows that
0 and
the locus S’ is given by the four divisors 03BC103BC203BC3 = 0 and disc(P03BC3(x))
the exceptional locus S is found immediately from it by substituting Àf for Ili
in these equations. (These equations for S can in principle be found purely
algebraic, but the calculations are very tedious and some cases are easily
overlooked. In fact [BLS] claim (without proof) in their paper that the only
condition is 03BC103BC203BC3 ~ 0, thereby overlooking the more subtle condition
disc(P03BC3(x)) ~ 0). Combining this with Theorem 1 we have shown the following
(x and

y

are

=

=

theorem.

surface (03B1,03B2,f,g) is an affine part 2BD of an Abelian
surface (2, [D]) E d(1,4) if and only if a =1= 03B2, f ~ 0, g ~ 0 and disc(P3(x)) ~ 0.
Equivalently (03BC0:03BC1:03BC2:03BC3)~P3 are moduli coming from the birational map3
P3 with (2, J)~(1,4) if and only if 03BC103BC203BC3 ~ 0 and
disc(P03BC3(x)) ~ 0. The curve 0393(J2) corresponding to the canonical Jacobian of

THEOREM 6. The

.r 2 is then written as

1
when the coordinate x for P’ is taken such that 1f/;, {0, 1, ool. Conversely the
equation of the octic (7) is written down at once when giving the equation of the
W1~ 1f/;, of its set of Weierstra03B2
genus two curve and a decomposition W
where Ili are essentially the
points: the coefficients of the octic are 03BBi
1
symmetric functions of *2 when the coordinate x for P’ is taken such that
=

=

=

03BCi

W2 = {0, 1,~}.
Taking also the non-generic
face (03B1,03B2,f,g) corresponding

into account, there is an Abelian
each point in the image

case

to

sur-

03C8(A(1,4))

~

(M3BD)~(CB{P, Q}).
The

following important corollary follows

COROLLARY 7. Let _q C- g- 2be
3

Recall that 03BCi =

=

an

at once from this theorem.

unramified

Â2where 03BBi are taken from (7).

cover

of a

smooth

curve

of
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If (2, [D]) E A(1,4) then the affine variety 2BD is (isomorphic to)
D
complete intersection of two quartics in C4.

genus two.
a

REMARKS. (1) The equations of the quartic in Corollary 7 are just the
equations for A(03B1,03B2,f,g) where a, 13, f and g are obtained from the equations of
P2 by combining Theorem 6 with (28).
from Remark 5.2 one has the following
(2) Recalling the description
moduli
of
the
description
space

of (1,4)
A(1,4):

where the action of

S3 consists of permuting 0, 1 and oo in the equation
y2 x(x - 1)(x - W4)(x - WS)(x - W6), i.e., it is generated by replacing x by
1/x and 1 x in this equation. Obviously the ring of invariants of the
symmetric functions of W4, W. and W6 is just the cone M3, which explains why
(1,4) has such a nice structure. Using Table 2, this leads to a geometric
interpretation of the "intermediate" moduli space P3BS’, namely
=

-

To explain this, remark that taking the base vectors mod 2 in the third column
of Table 2 determines an ordering for the 4 half-periods on the canonical
Jacobian which correspond to the lattice A2, which in turn induce an ordering
in the points imYl2; at the other hand, all elements in the second column of
Table 1 are the same mod 2.
(3) In the classical literature one defines a Rosenhain tetrahedron for a
Kummer surface as a tetrahedron in p3 with singular planes of the surface as
faces and singular points of it as vertices. In [Hu] the author shows that the
equation for the Kummer surface with respect to a Rosenhain tetrahedron is
written as the quartic (15). It then follows from Theorem 6 how to read off
from the equation of a Kummer surface with respect to a Rosenhain tetrahedron, an equation for the curve corresponding to this Kummer surface and vice
versa. It seems that this result is not known in the classical or recent literature.

7. The central

potentials v««

In this final section we concentrate on the potentials V,,,,,, which were always
excluded up to now. It is interesting to compare the classical linearization of
the central potential Vax which uses polar coordinates with the a
03B2-limit of
the linearization of the perturbed potential V03B103B2(03B1 ~ fi): they will be seen to
=
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coincide. We will also construct a Lax pair for this limiting case and discuss
the geometry of the invariant manifolds of the vector field.
At first, consider for generic values of h, k the invariant surface Ahk
defined by

which in terms of

leading

polar coordinates (p, 0)

becomes

to

This suggests

setting

a

=

p2, yielding

Secondly

the transformation

and

(20)

becomes

The

equivalence of (39) and (41) becomes clear after
xi + a on the curve; indeed (40) becomes

xi

so

=

that

only

one

of the

(19) reduces

for

a

= 03B2

to

the

simple translation

s, differs from zero, say 0 ~ s1= -(q21 + q22) = -s, (the
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last equality is a definition), which matches the linearizing variable 03C3 introduced above. In terms of s (41) is reduced to one equation which reads

which is exactly (39) since f (q1p2 - q,p @)2 = k2.
It is also interesting that the Lax pair gives in the limit a = 03B2 a Lax pair for
the potential V03B103B1. The polynomials u(x), v(x) and w(x) are now all divisible by
=

(x

+

a),

which leads to a simpler Lax pair by canceling the factor (x + a).
Finally we describe the affine invariant surfaces for the central potentials V03B103B1.
These turn out to be C*-bundles over the elliptic curves (39), as described in
the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. For

If k ~ 0

then

Ahk

is

any k, h

a

E

C, let dhk denote the affine surface defined by

C*-bundle

Moreover the C*-action

over

the

elliptic

curve

Ahk is a Hamiltonian action,
being the momentum qlP2 - q2p1.

on

function corresponding to it
Proof. The linearizing variables,

the Hamiltonian

calculated above suggest to consider the

map

Our first aim is that the

image Ç(dhk) is given by the plane elliptic

curve

(43).
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Indeed,

one

which leads

For q’

+

q’

easily

by

=

obtains for

q;+ q22 ~ 0,

direct substitution in the first

0, i.e., q2

=

± iq1

one

equation of (42) immediately

to

gets

from which we deduce 03C4 = ± ik, giving the point (03C3,03C4) = (0, ±ik) on Chk’
proving the first claim.
Secondly, we determine the fiber 03BE-1(03C3, i) over each point on Chk. To do this,
observe that the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers,

acts on

hk by

and the surjective map 03BE is C*-invariant. It is proved by direct calculation that
the action is free, hence each fiber of 03BE consists of one or more circles. If
(03C3, 03C4) E Ghk then p1 and P2 are determined from q1 and q2 (at least if
q21 + q22 ~ 0), which themselves are determined (up to the action of C*) by
qf + q2 = p, so exactly one circle lies over each point (q 1, q2’ p1, P2) for which
q21 + q22 ~ 0; in the special case that q21+ q2 0, the same is true, since pand
2h, and q1, q2 are
p2 are determined (up to the action of C*) by p21 + p2
uniquely determined from p1 and P2’ It follows that Ahk is a C*-bundle over
the elliptic curve Ehk.
=

=
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Finally,

remark that the Hamiltonian vector field

momentum q1p2 - q2pis

from which it is

seen

corresponding

to the

given by

that the

complex

flow of this vector field is

given by

the

C*-action, proving the last claim in the theorem.

D

Let us define (and calculate) the moduli (in P(1,Z,Z,3,4» corresponding to
invariant surface dhk of a central potential for k ~ 0 as the limit4

an

Then an easy computation shows that this limit exists, is independent of f ~ 0,
h and a = 03B2 and moreover is exactly equal to the special point P at the
boundary of 03C8((1,4)) defined in Theorem 3. Namely for f~g and oc ~ 03B2 one
finds

so

that

hence by weight homogeneity the associated moduli correspond to P. Remark
that the point is independent of a
fi as well as of f = g, so the map t/1 does
not distinguish between any of the invariant surfaces of any central potential
=

V03B103B1.
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8. Appendix: The Schlesinger system, the Garnier system
and the quartic potentials lg
In this appendix we explain the origin of the quartic potentials Vl, which were
first discovered and studied in the beginning of this century by Garnier in [G].
Our exposition is along the lines of that paper.
At first, consider a linear differential equation of order m with n + 3 regular
singularities, say at the points t1, ..., tn, tn+11 = 0, tn+2 = 1 in the plane and at
infinity (it is convenient to put also x to). The most general form of such an
equation is given by
=

the

Ahk being constants. This can be written more compactly in matrix-form as

upon

defining a

matrix A with entries

it has m independent solutions y1(x),
y.(x) which are multivalued functions
of x. Using m fundamental solutions as rows in a matrix, an m x m-matrix Y is
formed. When such a matrix solution Yl(x) is continued analytically around a
closed path encircling a singular point ti, then a new solution Y2(x) is obtained,
which is a matrix whose rows are linear combinations of the rows of Yl(x),
hence there is an associated monodromy matrix Mi defined by
... ,

In this way, n + 3 monodromy matrices are obtained and they depend on the
position of the poles te, as well as on the values of the constants Atk. One of
the basic problems in the classical work about linear differential equations is
the following isomonodromic problem:
How

can one

monodromy
Schlesinger

coefficient Atk dependent on tl, ... , tn
Mi become independent of t1, ..., t"?

make the

matrices

shows in

[S] that

the

dependence

such that the

of the matrices Ai =
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(A11k)h,k = l,...,m

on

given by

the

matrix solution of

(44),

the t,

is

following

set of

partial differential

equations:

Indeed let Y be

a

and define

in

particular define 03B20

=

A.

Expressing

the

integrability condition

leads to

moreover

is

it

can

holomorphic

be shown
around x

that 03B2i is holomorphic, away from x = tl and 03B2i
=

+ A

ti. It follows that

of x. Actually, without loss of generality, all 7, may be
supposed to be zero. Expressing (46) in terms of Ai using (47) (with 7, 0) and
putting x = tj leads immediately to Schlesinger’s system (45).
From (45), Garnier constructs the so-called simplified system, simply by

with yi independent

=

replacing

201
and

taking

the limit

e

-

If a matrix B is defined

0. The

resulting system reads

as

then the entries of B are polynomials in
form of (46) for j 0 is given by

x

of

degree n

+ 1 and the

simplified

=

Garnier proves that the spectral curve det(B(x) - 03BBz) 0 is independent of all
ti and linearizes the flow of the vector field. Observe that the matrices B B(x)
and Ai are related as follows:
=

=

This shows that the Lax pair coincides with the Lax pair considered by A.
Beauville in [Be].
The Lax pair (49) contains a lot of integrable systems. Garnier considers two
special cases, which both lead to hyperelliptic curves:
0 is quadratic in z, i.e., B is a 2 x 2 matrix: this leads
after some suitable normalizations (see [Be]) to what we called the odd
master system (see [Vl] and [M2]).
det(B(x) - 03BBz) 0 is quadratic in y: then there is no loss of generality in
supposing that B has the form

(i) det(B(x) - Àz)
(ii)

=

=
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Then

(49)

Define

ai

and r¡k

as

by

to its canonical form (supposed here to be diagonal), define
and
choose c11= -03BE2~2 -···- 03BEm~m. Then (50) reduces to
Cu

bring
=

Çk

is written out fori = 1

c

integrable system which is
to the invariant subspace Çi
the integrable potentials V03BB.

an

=

known as the Garnier system. Restricted
l1i it gives exactly Newton’s equations for
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